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Threats to the Validity of " Adequate Yearly Progress"
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This article examines maj or threats to the I'alid il.\'u/Adeljlwte Yeurfl' Pmgl'l.'.u (AYP/ in the context ofrural schools.
Although I1I1'al students and their schools made ,~iKlIIfinml academic progress ill the ra.ft Oil national andstate a sscssmems.
the C/lrrellt ROlli ofAYPIUrn,~ 0/11 to be highfv unrealisticfor them unlessstates setJill' lower achievement levels than those
ofthe nationalassessment, ,V,..fEr The curre llt es timate ofschool A YP I1lt'tl.\'ure.1 also furn.I' out to he highf.' unreliab le[ar
.m"'''. rurulschuals, and /Is ing (III uniform (l\'eraj.!inK procedure with mlliliple years ofdata would han' ol/f\" limited ef
fects on stabilizing the measures. Fili l/lfl', the current A YP/ilrmll/" that .W! /.S a uniform performance !tuXt'tfor t'1'e ,:\-'school
regardless of its initial performance status can unduiv overtdentifv disadvantaged r ural schools ill fln ,d ofimprovement
Poticv implications ofthe fi ndings and possible way s to control those threats tin' discussed,

The No Ch ild Left RehindAct (NCLlI) req uires stan
dards-ba sed accountability for sc hool distr ict s and schoo ls
rece ivin g Tit le I funds. The intent of this law is to assure
that all publ ic schoo ls accomplish acad em ic excel lence for
all students. On e major component o f this accountability
policy is to evaluate whe ther the districts and sc hoo ls in
each state are mak ing "adequate yearly progress" (AYP)
based on academi c per formance goals set by the state , Thi s
requirement app lies to not only the entire body of students
in each school but also to every subgroup of its studen ts as
broken down by their major demographic characte ristics
such as racc/cthnicity and poverty

What makes rural sc hools unique for eva luating their
AYP? Research suggests that rura l schools are in many
ways d iffe rent from urban school s (Howley, 1994 ), Almost
20'l'c. of the nation 's rural sc hools have enro llments of fewer
than 100 students (S tem. 1994) , Sma ll. rura l schoo ls tend
10 have a relativel y lower percenta ge of minority students:
Nat ive Americans arc overrepresented. but Asian and Afri
can American students arc highl y underrepre sent ed (NCES ,
1997). At the same tim e. the percentage of students in pov
crty tends to be higher in rural areas than in nonrural areas
(NCES, 1997). Rural schools typically lack the tacituies.
physical plan ts. co urse one-rings. and edu cational programs
Ihal typ ify larger. more resource-rich dis trict s. In addi tion .
rural schools face a major problem in rec ruiting and reta in
ing qualifi ed teach ers and suppor1 personne l.
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constructive comments and suggestions,
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Previous studies havc pointed out critica l problems with
present AYp -rcla tcd effo rts foreshadow rechrncal challenges
ahead (Hill, 1997; Lee & Co ladar ci. 2002; Linn & Haug.
2002 ; Thurn. 2(02), While most research and media tend
to discuss the issues o f AYP in general. little atte ntion has
bee n paid III the uniqueness of rura l schoo ls in th is regard
(however. see Coladarci. 2003 ). What are the implications
o f the NCLR' s performa nce-based accountahilny po licy
mand ate for rural schools and thei r students? What are the
unique measurement challenges that small. rural schools
would face in response 10 the policy mandate o f meeting
their AYP targets?

In light of these conce rns . I exa mine how AYP, the
linc hp in of the NCLR's school accounta bility system ,
work s for rural versus nonrural schools through analyses of
nat ional and state student assessment da ta.' A staled goal of
NC LB is to provide accurate and meaningful information
to the public on the quality of public schools and 10 identify
schools in need o f improvement. Therefore. the \'alidity of
th is accou ntability system goes beyond simple vahdanon of
assessment tools used and depends upo n how well the con-

l Schoolsareclas,'lficc:l according to the Census Bureau defini
tions of metropolitanstatisticalarcas(~1S ..\ s). populationsize. ami
density, Rural includes all places and areas with a population of
less than 2.500 A Small Town is defined as placesoutside MSAs
with a population of less than 25,000 bUI greater than or equal
10 2.500, In this paper. schools in Central City. Urban Fringe. or
Large TO....1\ are classrfied as "nonrural," and schools in Rural or
Small Town as "rural: ' While rural areas ill different stales may
have drtfercnrsocialand culturalcharacteristics despite theircom
monclassificarions, the Census Bureaudefinitions do nOI take into
consideration the type of employment in that area and the degree
otisolation. (See Khanri. Riley. & Kane. 1997 for differentdcfini
lions of vrural.")
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Table I
Percentage a/Eighth Graders Participating in School Lillich Programs and Their Average Mathematics Scores 011 the 1996
NAEP by Type a/School Location

Participated

Did not participate

Percentage

32 (3.0)

68 (3.0)

Rural

Average Score

261 (3.0)

282 (1.5)

Percentage

37(2.4)

63 (2.4)

Nonrural

Average Score

247 () .8)

277 (2.4)

ote, The AEPmathematics scaleranges from 0 to 500 . Thestandard errors of the statistics appearin parentheses. It can be saidwith
about 95% confidence that foreachpopulation of interest, the value fortheentirepopulation is within ± 2 standard errors of theestimate
for thesample.

struciion, usc, and interpretation ofAYP accomplishes this
goal (see Marion. White. Carlson. Erpcnbach. Rabinowitz.
& Sheinker, 2002). Three major threats to the validity of
AYP arc identified and discu sed in thc context of rural
schools.

First. is the AYP target feasible? If the AYP target dooms
a majority of schools to fail. it will threaten the validity.
Second. is the AYP measure reliable? If the AYP measure
changes too much by chance. it will lose validity. Finally.
is the AYP formula fair? If the AYP formula treats unequal
chools equally. it will render the outcomes inequitable and

lessen the validity. All of these questions arc examined with
a focus on rural schools and their students in the mathemat
ics field. Using the ational Assessment of Educational
Progress ( AEP) results for the nation and AEP and state
assessment results for Maine, each of these three questions
is addressed in the following. cctions .

Is AYP Feasible'!

Since the passage of CLB. much concern has been
rai. ed about the unrealistic AYP goal and timeline (i.e .•
100% of students become proficient within 12 years) and
its possible consequences for schools that repeatedly fail
to meet AYP. It was c timatcd that up to 80% of school in
some states could be targeted as needing improvement or
corrective action in the fir t few years (01 on. 2002. April
IS). Further. the "safe harbor" provision does not help
schools very much (see Lee. in press). However. it remains
to be shown whether and how the feasibility ofAYP varies
by school location (urban. suburban. rural).

While NAEP provides a nationally representative por
trait of rural v . nonrural student achievement. it is difficult
to track academic progress consistently over time due to
changes in AEP's location classification system.' Applying
the same location classification. I was able 10 examine rural
vs, nonrural progres in AEP eighth grade math achieve-

rnent for the nation anti states between 1992 and 1996 (Lee.
2001: Lee & Mcintire. 200 I). This research showed that
the most significant improvement occurred in rural school
nationwide between 1992 and 1996. In 1996. rural students
outperformed nonrural students on the NAEP eighth grade
mathematics assessment by approximately one fourth of a
standard deviation .

The percentage of rural students at or above the NAEP
proficient level in eighth grade mathematics increased from
17% to 25% between 1992 and 1996 (see Figure I). If we
usc the 1992 and 1996 measure. as the basis of projection
and assume that the nation will make the . arne amount of
gain (i.e.. 8%) every 4 year after 1996. we can project that
rural students at or above proficient will increa e to 53%
by 2014. This figure stops well short of the goal of 100%
proficient. Even with the same amount of continuous gain
since this time, it might take another 24 years to reach the
100% target. These projections arc likely to be gloomier
for nonrural students who were not able to make significant
gains between 1992and 1996. If we assume the nation adopts
a lower achievement level as its target ("basic" instead of
"proficient"). the deficit would be smaller. but many nonrural
students might remain below the goal in 2014.

As CLB require subgroup reporting of academic
progress. closing the achievement gap among subgroup

2 Traditionally, NAEP ha. reported math proficiency by a
community-type variable (advantaged urban. disadvantaged urban.
and extreme rural) that combined community size with a school
level socioeconomic indicator. Discontinuing thisclassification due
10 the problematic nature of the variable. NAEP began reporting
results by Census-based location type since 1996. In the 2000

AEP. thesametypeoflocation variable wasused. but it wasnot
comparable (0 pastdata.Thiswasdueto thefact that a newmethod
was used to identify the location type assigned to each .chool in
the Common Core of Data (CCO): schools were not classified
in exactly the same way in 2000 as in previous years in terms of
location type(Braswell et al., 2001).
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Figure I. Trajectories of percen t studen ts at or above basic and profici ent achievement levels based on the 1992 and 1996
NAEP eighth grade math assessment resu lts by type of loca tion (ac tual measures arc shown in so lid lines and projected
estimates are show n in broken lines)

has become a major challenge for both rural and nonrural
schoo ls, Table 3 shows the 1996 NAEP math ach ieve ment
o f eighth grade studen ts as classified accordi ng to whether
they participated in school lunch programs Ias an indicator
o f poverty) in rural and nonrural schools nationwid e. There
was no sign ificant d ifference between rural and non rural
school s in terms of the perce ntage o f free or red uced-pr ice
lunc h students . In both rural and nonrura l schoo ls. stude nts
who participated in schoollunch progra ms scored lower than
thei r nonparticipating classmates. Ilowever. the achievement
gap between partic ipant s and nonpart icipants is much more
signi ficant in nonrura l schoo ls than in rural schools. More
importantly. free or reduced -priced lunch students in rura l
schools performed significantly better than their counterparts
in nonrural schools. Th is indicates that rura l schools might
be in a better posmon than nonrura! schoo ls for meeting
AYP targets.

Despit e these nationa l tre nds . subs tanti al vari ations
exis t among ,' tatcs in rura l students' mathematics achieve 
ment and the ir achie vement gai ns (L\.'C. 200 1. 200 2; Lee
& Mcintire. 2001 ). First. some rural stales performed at
the top (c.g.• Iowa . Ma ine ). wh ile others performed below
the national ave rage (e.g.. Arkansas. Mississipp i). Second.
there arc inters tate variations in rura l students ' mathematics
achieveme nt gai n over the 1992- 1996 period (see Figure
2). Among the 35 states participating in the 199 2 and 1996
NAEP eighth grade mathema tics assessments. rural students
made statistica lly significant progress in 12 states (Florida.
Kentucky. Maryland. Michigan. Maine. New Mexico. North
Caro lina . Tenn essee, Texas. Utah. Wisconsin. and w est
Virginia ). For those slates. the size o f their gain is sma ll 10
moderate . rangin g from 4 to 12 poi nts {approximately .1 to
A standard deviations},
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Table 2
Maine Eighth Grade Average Mathematics Scores by Type ofSchool Location 011 iI/lEA and NAEP. 1992 and 1996

Assessment Locale 1992 1996 Raw Gain Standardized Gain

MEA Nonrural 315 346 31* 0.23
Rural 296 343 47* 0.36

NAEP onrura] 282 288 6 0.19
Rural 278 283 5* 0.16

Note . Asteri k indicates that the gain is statistically significant at the .05 level.
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The percentage of proficient students on NAEP also
shows uneven progress among states. For example, Maine
one ofthe highest performing and the most improving states.
with the majority of its students living in rural area . - shows
a modest increase in the percentage of proficient rural stu
dents: from 25% to 30% between 1992 and 1996. Assuming
a 5% gain for every 4-year period, Maine will have 47.5 % of
its rural students meeting the proficient level by 2014 . These
data suggest that the current expectation regarding AYP can
be highly unrealistic-c-vdelusional." in the words of Cola
darci (2003)-unle 's state set far lower achievement levels
than those of AEP. When we lower our achievement target
to the NAEP "basiclevel. the goal might become attainable.
Maine rural tudents at or above basic in 2014 will be 98.5.
As the current law insists on using "proficient" as its target
achievement level, the appropriateness of current I AEP
achievement levels as a benchmark for states needs to be
evaluated. The previous evaluations raised serious concerns
about the reliability and validity of the NAEP achievement
levels and the possibility of misleading interpretations (sec
Shepard. Glaser. linn. & Bohrnstcdt, 1993; U.S. General
Accounting Office. 1993).

Is AYP Reliable?

We should u. e multiple measures in a context of high
stakes for students and/or their school systems (see American
Educational Research Association. American Psychological
Association. & ational Council on Educational Mca ure
ment, 1999). This is also true for evaluation ofschool AYP.
U. ing more than a single measure may allow us to get a more
comprehensive picture ofstudent achievement and enhance
the reliability and validity of evaluation.

CLB requires each state to participate biennially
in NAEP asses ments of fourth and eighth grade reading
and mathematics. Similarly. NClB require. each LEA to
participate. if selected. in the state AEP. TIle law docs
not require that NAEP results confirm progress on state
tests. but it mandate that all 50 states now take part in the
NA P makes such comparisons more likely (Olson. 2002.
March 13).

Are achievement gains as measured by a state's own
assessment valid? While NAEP may be used as a tool for the

.S. Department of Education to cross-check and validate
state-level or district-level academic progress. previous
comparison of AEP and state assessment results showed
significant discrepancies in the ize of statewide achieve
ment gains (Lee & Mclntire, 2002). However. it remains
to be shown whether this problem applies to both rural and
nonrural schools and how much rural progress reported by
states differs from rural progress based on the AEP.

Table 2 compares Maine student performance improve
mcnt levels based on the NAEP and Maine Educational
Assessment (MEA) eighth grade math assessment results by
location type. ' As hown in Table 2. we find that both rural
and nonrural students in Maine made academic improvement
between 1992 and 1996 as mea ured by the MEA and NAEP.
However. the size of'state gains in math tend 10 be somewhat
greater than on the I AEP : approximately 2 times larger for
rural students. and 1.25 times larger for nonrural students.
This does not tell us which assessment is more accurate and
valid, but it shows that choosing a particular assessment can
make a difference. One plausible rea 'on for thi difference
is that the NAEP sample size of rural students is relatively
smaller and thus its estimate of rural student achievement
entails larger standard errors. Further research is needed to
find out whether the discrepancy between national and nate

assessment results on academic progress is larger for rural
students than for nonrural students in other states as well.

School-level achievement gains tend to be much less
reliable than tate-level achievement gains. The current
mea urc of school AYP is based on comparison of succes
sive student groups' performance at the same grade level and
tends to be highly unreliable (Kane & Staiger. 2002 ; Lee
& Coladarci, 2002: Linn & Huag. 2002). This lack of reli
ability is more serious for small, rural schools when the law

3 Because NAEP and MEA scores empl oy different scales,
I established a common metric in tandard deviation units . pe
cifically, I used student standard deviations from thc MEA 1996
mathematics assessment result s 10 compute MEA standardized
gain. while I used Maine's standard deviations from the 1996 NAEP
state assessment re: ults 10 compute AEP standardized gain.
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Table 3
Average Number ofYears in which Maine Schools Would Have Met AYP Target in Eighth Grade Mathematics During /990-/998
Period Under "Uniform " vs. "Individualized" AYP-Sefling Approaches II}' School Performance Level and Location TJ1)e

Performance Locale Uniform Individualized

- ----
Low Nonrural 4.0 6.5

Rural 4.4 6.2

High Nonrural 8.3 5.3
Rural 7.4 4 .8

- ---
Note. Low-performing schools arc the schools whose eighth grade math score was initially below the AYI' target l/I baseline year 1990.
High-pcrtorming schools are the schools whose eighth grade math score was initially at or above the AYI' target in baseline year 1990.

requires reponing the progress ofevery major demographic
subgroup in each school (e.g.. see Coladarci, 200}). Wrong
identification of schools with needs for academic improve
ment and the following misallocation of'resourccs/aids may
result from the use of unreliable AYP measures.

Wheat (2000) argued that states should switch from this
successive cohort model assessing different cohort groups'
achievement to a longitudinal growth model assessing the
arne cohort's achievement gains. For instance, schools

may be evaluated by comparing this year 's }'. grade pass
ing rates (i.e., percentage of students at or above proficient
level) with next year 's fourth grade passing rates achieved
by the ame cohort of students. Although Hill (200 I) has
shown this longitudinal evaluation method is more reliable, it
demands that states track individual students ' academic per
tormance over time with comparably rigorous performance
standards across different grade . Mobility rates ofstudents
could also limit a state 's choice of this approach, because
longitudinal approache would exclude large numbers of
students in chools with high mobility (Marion et al.. 2002) .
While rural distncts tend to have a high student mobility
rate- approximately the same as the national average of
15, state and local education agencies arc increasingly being
held accountable for the education ofhighly mobile srudcnts
(Paik & Phillips. 2002).

A state department of education web site usually pro
vides publicly available information on school achievement
that can be used for AYP purposes. State assessment data
can be u sed in combination with the Common Core of Data
(CCO) that contains Census-based information on the type of
school location and is available from the National Center for
Education Statistics. This combination ofdata allow one to
compare academic progress in rural vs, nonrural schools in
particular states. The following analysis of Maine schools'
eighth grade math achievement gains using the MEA data
collected during the 1990-1998 period and 2000 CCD data
show that the estimation of academic progress in small,
rural school based on the succe sive cohort comparison
method i highly unreliable. Thus, the current AYP formula

and the allocation of resources to schools based on such
unreliable AYP measures can be misleading.

Figure 3 illustrates two randomly selected schools in
Maine (one from a rural area and another from a nonrural
area) . This particular rural school shows enormous volatil
ity in its average math achievement score throughout the
1990-1998 period, which makes it hard to detect its overall
performance trend. In contrast, this nonrural chool shows
a high level of stability with its generally upward perfor
mance trend. This difference in performance trend reflects
the schools' differences in size and enrollment trends. The
rural school tended to have fewer than 40 students tested,
and this number changed substantially over time: 12 in
1995,37 in 1996.22 in 1997, and 37 in 1998. The nonrural
school had more than 200 tudcnts tested and the number
was relatively stable: 245 in 1995.241 in 1996,254 in 1997,
and 255 in 1998.

Many small elementary schools that test only in one
grade currently (e .g., fourth) could double, triple or quadru
ple their effective sample size when third. fifth, and possibly
sixth grade (depending on the school configuration) results
arc included in AYP analyses. TIle same can be said ofmiddle
schools that test only eighth grade now but may increase the
sample ize as many as four times once state assessment. of
grades 5-7 arc put in place . If a school increases its effective
testing sample size four times, it may reduce the school's
standard error of AYP measure up to half.

Under the CLB AYP pro vi ions, schools have the
option of "using a uniform averaging procedure. which
is designed to mitigate the fact that student performance
can vary widely from year to year due to factor beyond
a school's control" ("Raising the Bar," 2002). Under this
provision, school can average tc: t scores from the current
school year with test scores from the preceding two years.
In order to see how well this provision can reduce variations
in school performance trends, I examined the variability of
Maine schools ' rEA eighth grade average mathematics
scores over 1990-1998 period with and without an applica
tion of this rolling average procedure. Figure 4 shows the
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distributions of rum I vs. nonrural schools' score variability
a. measured by the standard deviations of their 9-year eighth
grade average ma th scores. For an average nonrural school,
the var iabili ty ofmathematics scores drops from 30 to 20 in
standard deviation uni ts by using thi. rolling average. For
an average rural school. the same measure of variability
decrease. from 40 to 30. This comparison te lls us that rural
schools sti ll remain re latively more unstable than their
nonrural counterparts. as the use of rolling average procedure
tends to reduce the var iabili ty by the same degree for both
nonrural and rural schools.

It is particu larly cha llenging to measure achievemen t
gains made by even . mailer subgroups of students. Even
in re latively large rural schools, the number of racial and
ethnic minority students is likely to be much smaller than
that in urban schools. The re are provisions to exempt states
from the requirement to report disaggregated data when
the number of students in a ca tegory is insufficient to yield
statistically re liable information or the results woul d reveal
personally identifiab le information about an ind ividua l
tudent, However, different states may develop different

criteria about the minimum number of students to address
this i sue, since the U. . Department of Education docs not
provide specific gu idelines ( tacQuarrie. 2002). While a
higher minimum number yields fewer schoo ls tailing AYl',

it has been shown that more valid and reliab leAY P decisions
can be made by using confidence intervals (Marion cr al ..
2002; also see Coladarci. 2003). It remains to be seen how
the states' choices will differentially affect rural schools.

Is AYP Fair?

The current AYP po licy directs its support and account
ability (i.e .. aids and sanc tions) to relatively low-performing
schools that receive Title I funds. but it docs not take into
account dispari ties among different schools in their capacity
to reach the goal. NCLB gives rural schools grea ter flex
ibility in using federal funds for improving student learning.
The Small, Rural School Achievement Program is designed
for small or rural districts tha t freq uently lack personnel and
resources ( ew Eng land Ce nter for Educational Policy and
Leader hip. 2002). There are, however. many poor small
rural schools for which exis tence is potentially threatened
by corrective actions and sanctions when they filii to meet
state-impo ed AYP ta rgets.

The fina l U.S . Department of Education regulations do
not permit calculating the starting points separately for any
subgroups. By se lling uni fonn AYP targets for every chool
and every student subgroup, the current formula docs not
con .ider the influence of schools' initial achievement tatus
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on their chance to meet the target consecutively. Higher
performing schools that are above the AYP target at the
beginning will be able to meet the target more easily than
lower-performing chools that arc initially below the target,
Even among those lower-performing schools. schools that
are closer to the target initially arc in a better position to
meet the AYP target continuously.

Incontrast, the individualizedAYP-settingapproach that
I would recommend would set different targets for schools
predicated on the school's baseline status. In other words.
every school would have its own AYP target. although the
ultimate goal is the same for all school . Schools that initially
performed at a lower level would have to make relatively
large gains. while initially higher-performing school would
be allowed smaller gains. If there is significant achievement
gap between rural and nonrural schools in a state as attrib
utable to disparities in their educational opportunities and
re ources, then the state may consider setting separate AYP
target norms for rural vs. nonrural schools.

Figure 5 illustratesuniform vs, individualizedapproach
es to . etting AYP targets over a 12-year time period. up
pose School A was initially performing above the . tatewide

uniform AYP target (thick .olid line) while School 8 was
initially performing below the same target. Although both
schools may ultimately reach the goal of 100% proficient in
12 years. they are likely to take quite different path to the
goal. If each of the two school follows its projected linear
performance trajectories (thin lines). School A would meet
the target throughout the 12-year period. whereas School
B would never meet the target except year 12. This re ult
does not make sen. e because school B made much greater
progress than chool A throughout the period. In order to

avoid becoming a failing school. School 8 would have to
increase its performance substantially during the first year
to reach its target. If AYP targets are individualized fol
lowing expected growth trajectories for each school. both
School A and chool 8 would be able to meet AYP targets
more equally.

To test how different AYP-setting approaches work.
I analyzed actual data from Maine schools' 1990-1998

lEA eighth grade math and compared the results from an
individualized AYP-sclling method with that from a uni
form AYP-setting method (i.e.. current AYP formula). For
te ting a uniform AYP approach. the current AyP formula
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Figure 5. Uniform AYP target for all schools (thick line) vs. individualized AYP targets for two sample schools (thin line ),
both aimed at the goal of 100% proficiency within 12-year timeline

were used to determine baseline and annual AYP targets in
laine: Average score at the state's 20th percentile school was

treated as baseline (score of 250) in 1990. and above that
baseline equal increments (10 points) were made every year
so that the AYP target became 370 in 2002 ( 12 years from
1990). This hypothetical AYP target was a reasonably high
standard, as 370 is about 2 standard deviations above the
starting year's statewide average and Maine schools made
about an 8-point gain on average per year during the 1990
1998 period. For testing an individualized AYP approach.
each school's basel inc target was et at its 1990 score and
increments were made individually according to it" projected
performance trajectorie .

Table 3 shows how many times rural and nonrural
schools in laine would have met the AYP target throughout
the 1990-1998 period under this uniform AYP formula sce
nario. Low-achieving schools that were initially below the
20'hpercentile rank would have met the AYP target in only 4
years out 01'9 years total, while schools that were initially at
or above the 20'hpercentile rank would have met the target
about twice as many times. (Both rural and nonrural schools
followed similar pattcrns.) Table 3 also shows the results of
applying the individualized AYP formula to the same data .

ow schools that were initially below the 200
• percentile

would have met the AYP target five times. while schools
that were initially above the 20th percentile met the target
six times over the 9-year period. Therefore, this alternative

AYP-setting approach tends to produce significantly better
AYP results for low-achieving school and make the chance
of their meeting AYP target as high as their high-achieving
counterparts.

Conclusion

Because my analyses included only eighth grade math
ematic achievement data collected during the 1990s, the e
results may not be directly applicable to other grades. sub
ject areas. and time periods. As NCLB requires testing all
students in each grade from 3 through 8 and once in grades
10 to 12 in reading and mathematics by 2006. the situation
would become different than what states faced in the past. In
deed, projection of future trend based on past performance
results might underestimate schools' potential progres s
expected under this new legislation. The results may have
been different if schools had faced the stronger incentives
embodied in current AYP rules. Moreover, combining data
from multiple grades could produce more reliable estimates
of school performance measures than relying on data from
a single grade. With these caveats in mind, my results sug
gest that we become more aware of potential problems and
challenges in evaluating academic progress made by rural
schools and their students .

The most imminent challenge of measuring rural
school' and their students' achievement gains comes from
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the CLB AyP mandate. Do rural schools and their students
make adequate yearly progress? Do rural students perform
as well as their nonrural counterparts"?Arc the achievement
gaps among different socioeconomic groups of students
in rural schools closing? Rural educational policymakers
and practitioners might ask these kinds of questions that
inevitably arise from the new legislation that requires regu
lar evaluation and reporting of academic progress in core
ubjects, including mathematics.

Given that many rural tudcnts arc poor and attend
school whose instructional resource ' and course otTerings
are limited. the level of their academic performance rela
tive to their nonrural counterparts is encouraging. Indeed.
rural schools. having achieved so much with relatively few
resources. can provide a model of strength worth studying
and emulating. cvcrthelcss, many disadvantaged rural
schools across the nation arc highly unlikely to reach the
current AYP goal unless we lower the target achievement
level or extend the timeline to reach the level. While rural
schools appear to have a better pro .pcct of progress than
their nonrural counterparts based on the past NAEP and state
assessment results. they, too. get very gloomy projections
far behind their expected target AYP level. It remains to be
seen whether they can even maintain the past progress under
the current climate of school budget crunch.

Underlying measurement problems. including the lack
of consi tency and accuracy, also threaten the validity of
current AYP mea ures, While these technical issues apply
to both rural and nonrural schools, there are some unique
aspects of the problems for rural schools . The findingsofthi.
study reveal differences between rural and nonrural schools.
First. both rural and nonrural students showed greater
achievement gains on state assessment than on the NAEP.
but the difference tended to be larger for rural students. As
the AEP may provide a less accurate estimate of student
achievement in rural areas due to its smaller sample size.
we need extra cautions in interpreting the 1 AEP results for
rural students. Second. the AYP measures were unstable for
both rural and nonrural schools over the past years. but they
turned out to be more unreliable for small. rural school. .As
state a ssessment results for rural schools are highly vulner
able to change over time, we need special care in evaluating
the AYP results of small, rural schools.

While those measurement issues are generally related to
school size rather than location. there arc also other unique
aspects of being rural that may influence AYP results (e.g ..
racial homogeneity of students. geographic isolation , lack
of instructional resources and advanced course offerings).
I Iowever, all rural schools do not have the same academic
needs . There arc significant variations among state in the
achievement level of rural students as well as within states.
Since rural schools in isolated and poor communities have
a greater risk of tailing to meet state-imposed uniform AYP
targets. it is not fair to apply the same criteria of evaluation

to all rural schools across the nation and states in the same
ways. While the individualized AYP-setting approach with
different starting points for different schools tends to reduce
the identification gap. it implies changes in the current law
and raises controversies about the correct way to identify the
most academically needy school s. In order to address thi.
equity is. ue within the parameters of the current law and
regulations. states still need to fully asse. . the unique needs
of small, disadvantaged rural schools and provide them with
pecial aids to an end that is more equitable.
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